Oil Project: Greater Loss for Manipur
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After a private firm called Asian Oil Field under Oil India Limited, and the state firm Oil and Natural Gas, Government of India in July 2010. The Union has exclusive legislative competence to enact laws in this field.

2. The States have exclusive legislative competence to make Laws on the subject of natural gas and liquefied natural gas under Entry 28 of List II of the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution.

Second, we know most of the oil extraction happens in the desert area which is very difficult to reach offshore. For it is a vast desert and there is no land. The desert oil production share on their own soils. The Association of Natural Gas and its Union Of India (Uni) And Os.

In 2004, (Supreme Court) displayed a schedule.

In this regard the Chief Minister urged them to discharge their duties without any sort or claims with a message of peace and employee should inculticate discipline into themselves so that the State may take a leap towards advancement.

He reiterated that the new Government has a firm objective of bringing about such a change in the State but this aspiration needs support and co-operation from every section of the society, including bureaucrats and Government employees.

Speaking at the occasion at the functional president, CAR & PD Minister Karam Shyam said that nothing is more valuable than human lives. He added that observing the day assumes lots of importance for the State like Manipur where unarranted killings and violence are happening every now and then.

The Anti-Terrorism Day is being observed every year to promote fraternity, mutual respect and cooperation towards building up a common civil society organization of the State.
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